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Using Strategy Maps to Align
Training with Business Goals

Almost every internal training organization desires to link training with
business objectives. And most corporate universities proclaim that their
mission and business purpose is to equip employees with the skills required
to implement explicated business strategies. But only a handful have a
framework, let alone a procedure for translating their organization’s vision
and strategy into a unified, coherent set of training programs. And even
fewer know or understand their organization’s strategy goals and tactical
implementation plans.

Aligning training programs with business goals does not happen because
the business and the training function desires it. There must be a
mechanism, process, approach or methodology that enables this to happen.
If top management wants to create a training process to help implement
strategy, they must first communicate—in clear, simple terms—the business
strategy. A strategy cannot be implemented if it is not described.

In their newest book, The Strategy-Focused Organization (Harvard
Business School, 2000), Robert S. Kaplan and David P. Norton develop the
notion of “strategy maps.” A strategy map is, in essence, a flowchart of a
completed business/strategic plan. It is a flowchart representation of a
Balanced Scorecard-(BSC) derived strategic plan. It acts as “the Executive
Summary” section of a completed strategic plan.

In short, corporate university chieftains need access to a corporate
strategy map (or its equivalent) to develop mission-critical training
programs. Without such a device, it is nearly impossible to align training
with business goals. In other words, internal training departments are forced
to be “mind readers” if they are not presented with a framework or
document that describes their organization’s strategy.
Strategy maps illuminate skill gaps

A strategy map renders an organization’s strategy explicit. It lists all the
factors which influence desired “strategic outcomes” and the interrelations
between these factors. Every desired strategic outcome is quantified, that is,
translated into a measure or performance metric. Every driver of the desired
strategic outcome is also converted into a performance metric.

A strategy map is, in reality, a business growth and profit model. It is
based on assumptions and sub-strategies (i.e. financial strategies, service
strategies, distribution strategies, product strategies, technological strategies
and market strategies). The key to the ability to grow and generate profits
is, after all is said and done, a human organization that is capable of
carrying out the sub-strategies.

Put differently, a strategy map is based on the company’s “theory of the
business.” If the theory of the business is invalid, the resulting strategy map
misleads, misdirects and misinforms. If the strategy map is based on a
correct set of assumptions, the chances are the skill mix inside the company
does not match the growth and profit activities that must be performed.

A strategy map illuminates the mismatch between strategy
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Letter from the Publisher
Rediscovering Training Fundamentals
If you’re a pocket billiards enthusiast, you’ll relate to this story. Several years ago, a friend

purchased a top-of-the-line (Gold Crown III) pool table, a dozen or more instructional videotapes,
“how-to-do-it” books and even a CD-ROM that enabled him to simulate playing a world-class
professional.

He viewed, studied and carefully practiced what he learned. Pocket billiards (i.e., pool) is a game that can be played
equally well alone or competitively. Without doubt, he learned the fundamentals and his level of play improved. But
most of his playing was confined to daily practice sessions in his basement.

Then, one day, he ventured into a New York City billiard establishment populated by the world’s top-ranked
professionals. Men and women of all ages were competing in tournaments. Others were actively engaged in
professionally taught clinics designed to improve playing ability. Others (prosperous Wall Street types) were busily
engaged in one-on-one instructional sessions with world champions-turned instructors.

In one defining moment, my friend realized he was an inferior player compared to those he viewed as worthy
opponents. Indeed, he was amazed at the playing ability of those fortunate enough to afford weekly private lessons.

Prior to witnessing all of this, he thought he had progressed and was satisfied with the skills he possessed. Now he
knew he had wasted a great deal of time and was not equipped to play competitively against those he would have
thought (in his basement, practicing alone) he would unmercifully defeat.

But that’s not all. He also discovered that many of the players were students of the game. They continuously shared
“secrets” and newly acquired knowledge in subjects such as making recurrent
kinds of rail shots, determining the exact path of the cue ball after contacting the
object ball and using the overhead billiard lighting fixture to determine the exact
aiming point. None of these “finer points” were to be found in any of the printed
or visual materials purchased by my friend.
So he secured an expensive two-hour lesson from the 12th-ranked player in the
world who was an accomplished instructor and a marvelous diagnostician. His
verdict? My friend’s skills were deficient (he stunk) and in the process of self-
instruction developed many bad habits. He jumped up too quickly and thereby,
deflected his aim (he missed a lot). He had not acquired the habit of a full
backstroke accompanied by a complete follow-through (his stroke was choppy). 
The champion player and expert instructor also said: “You understand very little
about the four skill sets that must be mastered before anything else. Self-
development is great, and all learning relies on self-development. But, you need
the watchful eye of an instructor to make sure there’s no slippage.”
My friend, an Ivy-leaguer all the way, decided to engage his instructor for a
series of expensive lessons. The instructor corrected, mentored, coached,
demonstrated and provided take-home lessons. Strangely enough, slippage
always occurred and more coaching was required to make the lessons taught
become firmly ingrained habits.
Lessons learned
This story is given here in such detail because it illustrates four easily forgotten
essentials:
1. There is a difference between training and education. Training, unlike
education requires, coaching, mentoring, performance consulting and “learn-by-
doing” activities. Simply put, the difference between education and training is
like the difference between taking a music appreciation course and spending
years learning how to play a musical instrument.
Many of today’s “training courses” — whether in an e-learning form, instructor-
led or a mixture of instructional methodologies — are not really training courses.
Says Peter F. Drucker: “If [people] only learn book subjects, they will not know
standards of workmanship. In book subjects, a student can only do student’s
work. All that is measured is how well he learns, rather than how well he
performs. All he can show is promise.”
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I believe many of today’s “on-site learning programs”
in subjects like project management, quality management,
re-engineering, design for engineering experiments,
business process analysis and the like are not really
training programs but rather “book” courses. Further, the
development of in-house instructional staffs in highly
technical subjects has, in my opinion, been detrimental
(in many cases) to the successful application of a given
methodology.

Take, for example, statistical process control. A
professionally trained statistician at the doctoral level
spends at least five years on the school bench learning
sampling theory, time series analysis, experimental
design, regression-correlation analysis and a host of other
related topics. Those that receive degrees in engineering
or industrial engineering are sometimes required to take
several applied statistics courses and a course in statistical
quality control.

Industrial engineers or their equivalents in many
organizations are recruited to teach statistical process
control to internal manufacturing groups. Without the
benefit of a master’s degree in statistics, many of these
well-meaning instructors oversimplify the job to be done.
A misguided sampling plan leads to erroneous
conclusions about quality levels. A professional
statistician is required to take at least a one-year course in
sampling. Engineers are not trained to tackle complex
sampling problems. Indeed, many professional
statisticians would “outsource” complex sampling
problems to sampling specialists.

My point? Getting an “A” in an SPC program is next
to meaningless if the program is not related to specific
internal business processes and if the correct way to
monitor quality is not firmly established. Developing
magnificently produced e-learning programs on SPC,
coupled with self-testing may be a sure-fire recipe for a
future product recall. And if this occurs, training groups
must be held accountable for end results.

This means training resources must be focused on
results. Training costs, after all, do not exist by
themselves; they exist to accomplish a desired result. It is
the job of the training department to do the job right,
regardless of cost if the result is deemed mission-critical.
Buying massive amounts of quality management training
programs on the basis of price is irresponsible behavior. 

Whether or not the Firestone recall will be traced to a
poor quality training, faulty sampling procedures or
failures to collect and analyze field data is still a matter of
conjecture. In the coming months, answers will be
forthcoming. It will be interesting to learn more about
Firestone’s quality management training programs.

It is my observation that many organizations assigned
quality training activities to internal training groups, but
with limited support and budgets. Most in-house training
departments do not have the expertise to think through
what needs to be done and how to do it. At best, they hire

a statistics professor from a local college to guide their
efforts. Sometimes, it turns out that the professor does not
have a degree in the subject; he/she just teaches the
subject.

Worse, the need for going out on the plant floor with
an expert in statistics, collecting process capability
measurements, plotting control charts and detecting
unstable processes is rarely recognized as a critical-to-
success element when training for quality. In short, most
quality training programs degenerate into “music
appreciation” courses.

2.   Ever since it was created, the game of pocket
billiards has been considered an apprenticeship sport, that
is, one that can be learned best under the guidance of an
expert player. Memorization was considered an important
ingredient in mastering solutions to repetitive situations.

The game of pocket billiards was not, until recently,
converted into a discipline or methodology that can be
taught, learned and practiced. Books were written and
tapes produced but systematic, well-organized learning
programs were not in existence until the late 1970s.

What formerly called for “learning by rote” now
increasingly can be done through applying principles
based on trigonometry, elementary geometry, physics and
simple arithmetic. Gaining “knowledge” through
formalized learning programs, however, does not
eliminate the need for skill. On the contrary, these
learning programs are becoming the foundation for
developing pocket billiards skill. Knowledge without
skills, Drucker reminds us, is unproductive. “Only when
knowledge is used as a foundation for skill does it
become productive.”

Skill in applying principles of pocket billiards requires
the services of a “live instructor.” For example, knowing
where to strike the cue ball does not mean students
actually strike the cue ball at the designated point. The
“mechanics” of aiming, applying English, striking the cue
ball at its exact center and dozens of other critical-to-
success factors must be mastered to successfully apply
theoretical knowledge.

Today’s important business subjects include
e-competitive strategies, e-pricing, lean manufacturing,
e-mail management, call center management, reducing
employee absenteeism and turnover, customer value
analysis and measurement. Many of these topics must be
converted into a discipline or methodology that can be
taught and learned.

The content for these programs must be based on
proven and tested best practices that have met the
concrete test of application. And if they are converted into
e-learning programs, they must be augmented with “live
instruction” capable of assisting learners with the
“mechanics” related to applications of general principles.

3.   The need for continuous learning and knowledge
sharing, designed for specialists and/or individuals trained

Continued on page 5
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Countless seminars and sermons have been given on the
ethics of business responsibility. One main topic is honesty.
We all are told we should not cheat, lie, steal, bribe or take
bribes. That’s an easy one. Almost all executives are honest.

The other common theme in the discussion of business
ethics actually has nothing to do with ethics. It deals with the
issue of emotional honesty. Most people sincerely believe that
they are above the employment of convenient rationalization
for knowingly doing the wrong thing. “The first responsibility
of a professional,” says Peter F. Drucker, “was spelled out
clearly 2500 years ago in the Hippocratic Oath of the Greek
physician: Primum, Non Nocere — ‘Above all, do not
knowingly do harm’.”

No professional — be that person a lawyer, doctor or
executive— can promise to produce a successful result for
one’s client or organization. All he can do is try. But, as
Drucker reminds us, “But all he can promise is that he will
not knowingly do harm.”

Yet we constantly read, hear and talk about the harmful
acts of others. It appears when choices have to be made in a
business or political crisis, most executives “select spiritual
bankruptcy over economic bankruptcy.” Of course, being an
uninvolved “courtholder” is always easier than being an active
participant in a crisis resolution strategy.
The rhetoric of training budget restraints — is it a
matter of ethics?

Without doubt, the buying behavior of many training
groups is heavily influenced by budget restraints. Deep down,
many training executives know the limitations of what they’re
purchasing but rationalize their behavior with a statement
such as “we’re only doing what top management asked us to
do. We’ll do the best we can under the circumstances.”

Take — for example — the quality crusade. It stalled in
many organizations because training was ineffective. A typical
episode between an internal training organization and a first-
rate vendor of quality training was often characterized by the
following dialogue:

Training Group: Tell us the steps we must follow to get
our quality training program started.

Supplier: We’d like to send in a data collection expert to
generate measurements relating to specific processes and
compute or obtain actual measurements related to scrap,
rework, inspection, re-inspection, warranties and services and
cost. From this he would develop a case study using your
company’s own data.

Training Group: How much will that cost?
Supplier: We don’t really know until we review your

processes. We could probably give you a better answer after
the first week.

Training Group: We can’t do that. We must know now.
What happens if you tell us you need five or six weeks? Our
budget is not large enough. We have to train a lot of people in
quality improvement.

Supplier: We just can’t know until we study the problem.
We want to give your people real problems. We want them to
craft solutions to actual problems. That’s the only way we can

provide performance consulting. 
Training Group: We just don’t have the budget for this.

Let’s get started without doing these extras. Let’s see how it
goes. Maybe we can convince our management to go along
with what you suggest, but not now.

Supplier: Again, our training program also involves
performance consulting. We go out on the plant floor with the
employees. We first teach them what to do and how to do it.
Then we ask them to do it under the guidance of a real pro, of
course. Next, we work with them to do the required analysis
and implement the needed changes. We repeat this process
several times until we’re sure they’ve got it. This is what we
call training. It’s a lot more than education or awareness.

Training Group: Doesn’t that extend beyond the three
days we’ve specified in our RFP?

Supplier: Yes, but how else are we going to train your
people? We don’t want to provide “hit and run training.”
Great lectures produce smiles, but smiles are not enough.
Lectures are just a preparation for real learning.

Training Group: We’re sure you’re right. But we can’t
afford it. You’ll just have to do it the old fashioned way. If
management wants us to train 645 people in quality
improvement, we must bring down the price to an affordable
per student cost. Maybe you can throw in the extras.
Remember, we’re going to be training 645 people. And if it
works, maybe 2,000 more employees.

Supplier: But how can we make the program problem-
specific and relevant to each group? Each group is involved
with different processes.  We could use textbook examples.
But our experience indicates that doesn’t really work when it
comes to teaching quality improvement via the use of control
charts. Also, performance support and just-in-time training
usually implies solving real problems. How can we generate
real problems if you don’t have a budget for it? Wouldn’t it be
better to “pilot” a program? Let us do it for just one group.
Then, we can “dollarize” the before-and-after performance
measurements. You can prove to yourselves and your
management that there’s a big payoff if done right.

Training Group: Our management doesn’t want to hear
this. They want us to train employees in quality improvement
at the lowest possible price. If you can’t do it the way we
want, we’ll get somebody else.

Supplier: Okay, we’ll do it your way. But just think about
what we just discussed, perhaps we can run an experiment.
Let’s see which one has a greater return.

Training Group: Fine, but when can you start training
our first set of employees?

Supplier: We’ll begin the education process next week.
Our point? Whether or not this is a matter of business

ethics, budget restraints or incompetency is not for us to
judge. But we do believe the vendor was correct in his
assertions. And, ultimately, the quality training programs
proved ineffective. Who do you think is responsible for the
poor results? Is the Hippocratic Oath applicable to this
situation? 

The Ethics of Training Responsibility
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to do a given job, is rapidly becoming understood by
training groups. Continuous learning does not replace
formal training. It has different aims and satisfies
different needs.

The billiard parlor utilized the teaching services of
many top-notch instructors. To be sure, individual
instructors did not share their teaching methods with
other instructors. But students, eager to win tournaments,
asked other instructors and their students specific
questions related to improving their own performance.
Students of the game happily shared with others “best-
kept secrets” about solving specific playing problems.
Continuous exposure to the experiences, problems and
solutions of others produced remarkable gains in the
performance capacity of most players/students affiliated
with the billiard parlor. 

In all likelihood, the management of this billiard
establishment did little to create a “learning group.” But,
at least, they did not discourage its emergence. Training
departments would be well advised to create formal and
informal learning groups in subjects such as project
planning, scheduling and control, maintenance
management, integrated supply chain management,
quality control and other formal methodologies requiring
continuing improvement in employee skills and
knowledge. [To read more about creating a continuous
learning environment, read “Knowledge Management
and Its role in Employee Performance” in the
September/October 2000 issue of the New Corporate
University Review.]

4.   Great teachers make learners achieve. They do so
by focusing on the strengths and talents of learners. Some
pool players can achieve high runs via the use of
positioning skills. Others can prevent opponents from
high runs through the use of safety play. Improving one’s
ability at “playing safe” may prove more successful (in
terms of competitive play) than in spending a great deal
of time improving a player’s weaknesses in position play.

Put differently, “one cannot build performance on

weaknesses, even corrected ones; one can only build
performance on strengths,” notes Drucker. E-Learning, I
believe, is still a one-size-fits-all technology. I do not
accept the notion that e-learning programs are “fully self-
contained” and require no human intervention. It’s
impossible to develop usable skills without employing
experts-turned instructors. 

[Many training professionals recommend using
e-learning in conjunction with other types of training, an
approach called blending. To find out more about what
experts recommend, go to the story page on 21.]
Summary and conclusions

Training groups must take a high view of their
function, set high standards for their objectives and
accept the notion that there is a difference among training
programs, education courses, and continuous learning.

Whatever deterioration there has been in the quality of
employee training has resulted from the acts of senior
management and internal training groups. Senior
management puts an emphasis on minimizing training
cost per employee and refuses to take the purpose of the
training seriously, thus bringing about a conscious
downgrading of expectations. Then training groups
attempt to lower costs by developing staff instructors to
teach highly technical subjects best taught by world class
experts who can solve thorny problems.

Slippage in learned skills almost always occurs when
first learning a new subject. If the subject is important—
whether it be in safety management, quality management,
project management, maintenance management, dynamic
pricing or collecting and analyzing Web data — the
learning program must constantly diagnose “fast
forgetting” and reinforce what was previously taught.
Real skill acquisition, after all is said and done, requires
showing, doing, correcting, practicing and customizing.

Continued from page 3

All global companies have training in their future plans—
but only the savviest have already begun to formulate the
proper online learning strategy, that is, blend the best of
traditional classroom instruction and other training methods
with e-learning. Only the savviest are identifying, codifying
and transferring internal best practices, using strategy maps
to align training with business goals and developing
measurement systems that measure what really counts.

Further, many companies have figured out ways to run
their corporate universities at a profit, rather than as a cost
center, generating new revenue streams. Still further, new
attention has been focused on a variety of techniques to

keep e-learners motivated.
It takes a hardheaded approach to make all this happen.

Where do you learn about this approach? At Global
Corporate University Week, June 10-14, 2001 in Geneva,
Switzerland. [Details on page 9]

This conference details what the savviest are doing to
get results. The program moves you beyond all the talk, and
demonstrates proven tools and techniques for developing
winning training results.

IHow can you win a free registration? Complete the
survey located at www.cuweek.com. Two lucky winners
will attend this extraordinary event free!

Win a Free Registration!
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Big Training Challenge: Finding High Pay-Off Training Projects
Most internal training organizations are due for a

dramatic change in direction and ambition. For
corporate universities in large organizations, the past
few years have been a time of reflection,
accomplishment, abandonment of the obsolete,
innovation, creative imitation and above all,
redefinition of the role and responsibilities of the
training function.

Without doubt, a handful of corporate universities
have rendered the established agenda of corporate
training—its work, priorities and perceived
mission—largely obsolete. They have set the stage
for the training function to adopt a new agenda and
thereby create unprecedented business value by
providing clearer evidence of the impact of training
on financial performance.

It has been long known that training must pay its
way, but it will do so only if it is targeted at
opportunities to improve the organization’s
profitability and productivity. If firms grow their
revenue base and keep their costs under control, they
will improve productivity and profits.

Much of senior-level executives’ discomfort with
the training function reflects the lack of a clear
economic framework for judging the linkages
between training and profitability. Even when the
competitive benefits of training and continuous
learning are apparent, it has proven difficult to
measure the economic benefits.
Workforce training and competitive advantage

Of late, economists have been developing models
that put knowledge (i.e. successful application of
information) into the center of the wealth-producing
process. This is because increasingly, say economists,
there is less return on the traditional resources; labor,
land and capital. The main producers of corporate
growth and profits are information and knowledge.

“Competitive advantage through workforce training
and continuous learning” has become the “in” slogan,
replacing yesterday’s “competitive advantage through
IT.” The main task of internal training organizations is
to turn knowledge achievements (both internal and
external) into gains in both financial and non-financial
performance measurements.

Gaining “competitive advantage through workforce
training” rests on choosing training opportunities that
provide the greatest economic benefit. That should be
common sense; why would anyone want to work on
low-yield training activities? Surely no one would
consciously target low business-payoff areas. Yet, for
whatever reason, many internal training departments
appear prone to this affliction.

A high-yield knowledge management/training
activity

In the summer, 1999 issue of The Wharton
Magazine, Laurence Prusak, executive director of the
IBM Institute of Knowledge Management, told the
following story about how British Petroleum
identified and transferred best practices knowledge.

Some years ago executive at British Petroleum—
now BP Amoco, a $5 billion oil giant—noticed an
unusual fact. While studying the company’s
performance, they discovered significant disparities
in the productivity of oil wells in different parts of
the world. Intrigued by the discrepancy, John
Browne, British Petroleum’s CEO, asked his
associates to find out what was going on. The team
that investigated the phenomenon soon found the
answer.

Like most stories, notes Prusak, “this one had a
moral: companies that capture knowledge about best
practices and share it across the organization can
sharpen their competitive edge.”

Whether or not British Petroleum’s corporate
training group was involved with this project is not
known, but they should have co-ventured with the
group that identified the best practices. As Prusak
indicated, the first attempt to transfer best practices
to under-performing units failed. Once the best
practices were converted into a systematic, well-
organized learning program, productivity and profits
soared.

Why “knowledge management” receives all the
credit for reducing costs by hundreds of millions of
dollars is not clear because both knowledge
management and training are responsible for

It turned out that tiny, seemingly insignificant
innovations that the workers practiced—for example,
the method they used to remove barnacles from a
ship’s hull—cumulatively made a huge difference in
results and ultimately oil well productivity.

Enthused by this discovery, British Petroleum set
about trying to introduce these high-yield work
techniques at all of the company’s oil wells. The
initiative should have led to a massive, across-the-
board increase in productivity, right? Wrong. British
Petroleum learned, to its dismay, that productivity
did not rise at all. The reason was simple. The oil
workers, who saw these changes as dictates imposed
from above, resisted them. British Petroleum had to
spend large sums educating the oil workers and
persuading them of the need for change. This time,
the effort paid off. The company slashed drilling
costs by $47 million per oil well.
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producing these astonishing economic results. Still
another illustration of increasing productivity and
profits through knowledge management and
training is provided by Prusak and Thomas A.
Davenport who co-authored Working Knowledge:
How Organizations Manage What They Know.
At Texas Instruments, sharing best practices
became a strong focus after the concept was
strongly endorsed by Jerry Junkins, then the firm’s
CEO. He noted in a 1994 address: “We cannot
tolerate having world-class performance right next
to mediocre performance simply because we don’t
have a method to implement best practices.”

Many internal training groups currently lack the
expertise to systematically identify best internal
practices that produce significant performance
variations. It is, therefore, essential to link with
internal knowledge management groups and hire
individuals with demonstrated benchmarking and
operations management skills.

None of the headline makers in today’s training
publications with which we are so constantly
bombarded—neither e-learning, nor all the
promised demands for continuing professional
learning, nor any other “breakthroughs in the
training process”—are nearly as important for the
future of corporate universities, let alone real, as
the need for identifying internal best practices and
developing customized learning programs and
continuing learning forums to successfully transfer
these practices.

Another training idea that produces economic
results

GE started the practice of structured problem
solving which spurred, in part, the company’s
enormous success. The July 6, 2000 issue of The
Trend Letter provides an illuminating example of
this approach.

Summary and conclusions
CEOs and CFOs can immediately relate to

training activities that produce economic results.
Who can argue with training that leads to
hundreds of millions of dollars in improved
profitability or produces the equivalent of a new
plant or significant cost reductions? It is this type
of training that will propel corporate universities
chieftains to the top of the corporate hierarchy—
equal in rank to the CFO, CIO and other
functional executives.

Payoffs from knowledge transfer learning
programs are high. Training executives who do not
make the effort to capitalize on this aspect of
“knowledge management” do more than risk poor
performance. They risk their organization’s
respect.

antiquated equipment and multiple service
providers, which was costing the company
more than $4 million a year

In the past, the company might have
hired a platoon of high-priced consultants to
study the problem and tell them what to do,
but this time they turned to the company’s
in-house corporate training program,
Siemens University.
Siemens saves millions

It turned out to be the perfect opportunity
for analysts and engineers from a variety of
divisions to act like MBA students. Using
Siemens phone dilemma as a case study, a
group of mid-level managers from units
other than the one experiencing the problem
came together to analyze and recommend
solutions. They came up with some good
ones, and mobile phone costs plummeted as
a result. Siemens may be the only company
in which uncovering inefficiencies as a
training exercise turned out to be a profit
making venture. 

The program also encourages cross
disciplinary cooperation and communication
between managers. It also improves
participants’ reasoning abilities and powers
of persuasion, because those analyzing the
problem must convince managers in the
division being scrutinized that their solution
will work.

Through the program, Siemens hopes to
encourage managers to think outside the
box, work in teams with people from
diverse backgrounds and learn to share
resources and ideas to achieve common
goals. That is the point of a growing number
of nontraditional training courses and
materials.

In response to Junkins’ exhortation, the
company developed a common set of terms
and methods around best practices sharing
called the TI Business Excellence Standard
(TI-BEST). Early best practices sharing
across the firm’s 13 semiconductor
fabrication plants (known as “fabs”) had
substantially reduced cycle time and
performance variability, leading to capacity
improvements equal to building a new fab.

Germany’s electronics giant, Siemens,
manufactures 12 million mobile phones a
year, yet the $65 billion company
discovered that its own use of cellular
services was stuck in a morass of
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According to a study conducted recently by
brandon-hall.com, E-Learning Across the Enterprise:
The Benchmarking Study of Best Practices,
organizations are turning confidently to e-learning to
provide wider and faster access to rich training and
information. Many organizations are faced with broad-
based, growing challenges related to providing sufficient
opportunities for employees to stay current and
competent in their jobs. They say that learning is now
recognized as a highly strategic process and an engine of
organizational performance—a necessary expense.

Overall, when the organizations studied were asked to
state their top reasons for moving to e-learning, meat-and-
potatoes reasons (e.g., faster access, lower costs, speed of
training) overshadowed rationales closer to the hearts of
training professionals (performance, flexibility,
accountability), which are further removed from the bottom
line.

The research study provides some guidelines for
organizations wishing to implement an enterprise-wide
e-learning strategy. Such organizations need to:

• Analyze the company’s current and projected training
needs,

• Get management and other stakeholders (including
IT departments) to buy into the concept,

• Take care to ensure sustainability of the
implementation,

• Educate stakeholders and integrate with other
enterprise-wide initiatives,

• Prepare effective communications and “selling”
strategies for stakeholders (e, g., management,
partners, employees),

• Place part of the responsibility for training in
employees’ hands, rewarding them for learning.

What do managers really want?

Best practice organizations are aggressively
implementing e-learning with a focus on their biggest
training and learning challenges. Benefits in the form of
cost savings are very encouraging. 

While proponents of e-learning may worry about a
wide range of metrics, most members of top management
are more impressed with faster moving information and
on-the-job learning that eliminates certain training costs
than with any measure of effectiveness. This is a good
thing since, in one participant’s estimation, it will take
about two years of tracking to identify trends and
quantify results that can be attributed to the actual
e-learning intervention.

While the business imperative is very
strong—study participant Shell claims that
“no alternatives to e-learning are being
considered”—costs are only one part of the
story. Best practice organizations are
moving from a perception of learning as a
cost to one of learning to maximize value.
This leads to increasing demand that skills
and knowledge be delivered in a reduced
cycle time—in short, a greater demand for access and
speed.

Organizations are adopting a phased approach to e-
learning, taking care to ensure the sustainability of the
implementation. When e-learning is supported by a
strong business imperative, constant evolution can be
maintained. In advanced implementations, e-learning is
intertwined with the fabric of the enterprise.

As far as costs are concerned, e-learning is a big
winner. This is not surprising since, as one organization
puts it, “one-half the cost of classroom training is just
getting trainees in the room!” Virtually all organizations
are far enough along to be measuring cost savings and
return on investment (ROI) report results are positive.  

Reduced training time is reported to be a significant
component of e-learning savings, and as the proportion of
training delivered via e-learning rises, total training time
can be seen to drop in some organizations. Corporate
policies of the “40 hours of training per year” variety
may need to be revised or eliminated altogether in favor
of competency management strategies.

Senior managers appreciate e-learning
Strategies most frequently cited as essential are to

educate stakeholders and integrate with other enterprise-
wide initiatives. Given the necessity and impact of
e-learning, it is not surprising that the extent of executive-
level support and involvement is high among most best-
practice organizations. As IBM puts it, senior
management “supports e-learning because it delivers
what is needed, when it is needed.”

Beyond a mere source of cost benefits, organizations
are seeing e-learning as a major component of their drive
for a competent and flexible workforce, in optimizing
intellectual capital, retaining people and ensuring long-
term viability of the enterprise in a sea of change.

To overcome common sources of resistance, and
ensure all stakeholders understand the personal and
organizational benefits of e-learning, best practice
companies are unleashing a creative and effective variety
of communications and “selling” strategies, each crafted
for a specific audience.

Brandon Hall

Guidelines For an Enterprise-Wide E-Learning Strategy
Ask the Expert
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Tools and Techniques for
Aligning Training with Business Goals

W a nt t o C re atively I m itate W h at
t h e S u c c e s sful a re D oin g t o G et R e s ults?

Thanks to the Balanced Scorecard, Strategy Maps, E-Learning
Content Management, and a host of other new developments, training
has reached a whole new level. This conference shows what the "best
of the best" are doing to make training a competitive tool that can
transform the way businesses are run.  Act Now. Register Yourself—
and a Team of Key People—Today!

J u n e 10-14, 2001 •  G e n e v a, S witz e rl a n d
H otel Inte rc o ntin e nt a l G e n e v e

Fin d o ut h o w Inte rn a tio n a l
C o r p o ra te U niv e r sitie s... 
•   Strategically reposition the

training function as a revenue
generator and value-adding
partner to other functions

•   Dollarize training results in a
manner clearly understood by
top management 

•   Distinguish between training
and continuous learning... and
develop organized programs to
deliver training and continuous
learning to internal customers

•   Manage training operations via
the use of a Balanced Scorecard
strategic management system

•   Use strategy maps to generate
result-focused training programs

•   Identify, codify, and transfer
internal best practices

Competency management 

The majority of participating organizations have
implemented competency management as a
fundamental element and key driver of their e-learning
system. By placing part of the responsibility in
employees’ hands and rewarding them for learning and
evolving, competency management accelerates the
penetration of e-learning. As Cisco claims, “with
e-learning you can empower the learner. The student
becomes a knowledge broker, and therefore a power
broker. The learner, as well as the mentoring system, is
held accountable.” Accreditation provides further
motivation. It is hoped that within a decade, all learning
will be employee-controlled.

User satisfaction and value perception

For organizations intent on knowing how their
e-learning systems are really doing, the next
measurement challenge, as some management thinkers
have predicted, is likely to be job performance,
competencies and intellectual capital. 

The summary data regarding user satisfaction with
system performance shows some user dissatisfaction

related to reliability and other technical problems.
However, users clearly perceive the value of e-learning
once they’ve used it. While some organizations report
that learners consistently finish what they start,
completion results reflect the low priority which some
organizations attach to this. Learning results, however,
are very positive.
Bra n d o n H a ll, Ph.D., is a le a d in g in d e p e n d e nt
re s e arch er in e-le arn in g, h e lp in g org a n iz a tio ns m a ke
d e c is io ns a b o u t t e chn o lo gy thro u g h h is writin g,
a dv is in g a n d pre s e ntin g. W ith m ore th a n 20 ye ars
e x p erie nc e a s a tra in in g pro fe ss io n a l, h e is th e a u th or
o f s eve n re s e arch re p orts a n d th e W e b-B a s e d Tra in in g
C o o k b o o k. R e s e arch re p orts inc lu d e Th e C o st o f
E-L e arn in g Pa c ka g e d C o urs e s; R e turn o n Inve st m e nt
an d M u lti m e d ia Tra in in g; Inte gra te d L e arn in g Syste m s;
W e b-B a s e d Te chn o lo gy: M arke t Tre n d s, R isks an d
O p p ortun itie s; Te chn o lo gy-B a s e d Tra in in g: H o w to
M a ke it H a p p e n W orksh o p M anu a l a n d Inve stors in
E-L e arn in g. 

H is la t e st pro je c ts are L ive E-L e arn in g: H o w to C h o o s e
a Syste m for Yo ur O rg an iz a tio n a n d C o lla b ora tio n
To o ls for E-L e arn in g: Incre a s in g C o m p le tio n R a te s an d
Kn o w le d g e Sh arin g, a lo n g w ith th e b e nch m ark in g
stu d y re ferre d to in th is artic le , m a k in g th e ir d e b u t th is
su m m er. 

Tra inin g E xe c utiv e s... W a nt t o Le a rn H o w t h e W o rld's B e st Inte rn a l
Tra inin g O r g a niz a tio n s a r e Thin kin g Th r o u g h O bje ctiv e s, S ettin g G o a ls
a n d P rio ritie s, M e a s u rin g P e rfo r m a n c e, a n d S lo u g hin g O ff t h e
U n p r o d u ctiv e ? Atte n d O u r P o w e rful T w o-D a y C o nfe r e n c e

Keynote
Presentation by:
Richard Teerlink,
Former Chairman
Harley-Davidson,
Inc.
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implementation activities and the skills required to
translate growth and profit strategies into action. In other
words, functions and skills that were once critical to
getting and keeping customers are rendered obsolete, less
important or irrelevant. The strategy map suggests new
skills that must be taught, learned and practiced.
A very simple example of a strategy map: putting
“holes” in the customer value proposition

Let us assume you are a manufacturer of plastic cups
used in coffee vending machines. Of late, profit margins
are declining, customers are defecting and the company’s
growth rate has all but turned negative.

What do you do? First, you commission a customer
value analysis (CVA). A few weeks later you lean back in
your chair, sigh and stare at the ceiling. On the desk in
front of you is a report from the company who conducted
the CVA.

You and the vice-presidents had known things were
bad. Customers were complaining about quality problems
and late deliveries. But nothing was done to correct the
situation. The CVA report, however, revealed some
hopeful news—namely: “If quality dramatically improves
and on-time deliveries can be guaranteed, defections
would cease and past customers would start doing
business with the company again.” The report also
suggested the company introduce a structured quality
improvement program (i.e.; a Six Sigma quality
management system) and a business process improvement
program to reduce cycle times.

You pick up a sheet of paper, and sketch out the
flowchart depicted in Figure 1. What does the flowchart
say? It says:
1) Profits are important (it’s the one at the top of the

flowchart).
2) Profits will increase if customer loyalty increases; that

is, customers will buy more cups and buy them more
frequently if quality improves and on-time deliveries
can be guaranteed.

3) To improve quality, a Six Sigma quality management
program must be implemented.

4) Manufacturing, warehousing and other processes must
be made more efficient (i.e.; cycle times must be
reduced to improve delivery times).

5) To speed up processes (i.e., reduce cycle times)
employees involved in relevant operations must be
trained to use Six Sigma and process cycle time
reduction methodologies.
The flowchart also outlines, in very abbreviated form,

four categories of interrelated measurements: financial
measurements (profits), customer getting and keeping
measurements (repeat and expanding sales to existing
customers and winning back those who defected), internal
business process improvement measurements (quality
improvement and process cycle time reduction) and
learning-and-growth measurements (number of employees
qualified to implement Six-Sigma and process cycle time
reduction methodologies).

How can this be accomplished? Let us assume the above
strategy map relates to you, the manufacturer of plastic cups
used in vending machines.

First, let us tackle the problem of process quality. A vague
statement like “we must improve the quality of plastic cups in
coffee vending machines” must be converted into a coherent
set of specific measurements:
1. The percentage of cups that leak (holes in the bottom of cup).
2. The percentage of cups that are too small (coffee

overflows).
3. The percentage of cups with “cracked lips” (cups that look

like they’ve been chewed by a rodent).
4. The percentage of cups that are too big (the customer feels

cheated).
A Six Sigma quality management training program should

aim at reducing the percentages associated with each of these
metrics. One way to know if the training program is
successful is to compute before-and-after measurements.
Another way is to set stretch goals for improvements in each
quality characteristic, and then compare actual percentage
reductions to the stretch goals.

Your strategy map relates process quality improvements to
customer retention and profitability. If quality improves you
can expect fewer customer defections, returned orders and the
like. Increased sales won’t happen if process quality remains
poor.

Next, let us tackle the problem of process cycle time
reduction. To accomplish this, your employees must be taught
how to flowchart a process, recognize duplication and
streamline the process (i.e., eliminate non-critical steps). If
the streamlined process is still too slow, the process has to be
“reengineered” or redesigned.

To achieve on-time deliveries, the company may need to
automate manufacturing and logistical processes (hopefully,

FINANCIAL

CUSTOMER

INTERNAL
BUSINESS
PROCESS

LEARNING &
GROWTH

Customer loyalty
more frequent and
repeat sales, less

defections

Figure 1 is still a qualitative model as it has not been
converted into a measurement-managed strategy map.

Figure I
A BSC STRATEGY MAP EXAMPLE

Improved
quality

On-time
delivery

Profits

Employee Skills
to carry out Six

Sigma & process
reduction

methodologies

Process
quality

Process
cycle time

Continued from page 1

A d a p t e d fro m pre s e nta tio ns g ive n by K a p la n a n d N orto n
a t I Q P C a n d HR eve nts c o nfere nc e s.
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redesigned ones) and train employees to operate these new
systems. Training courses in planning and managing
warehousing operations and integrated supply chain
management may also be required.

Each of these training programs must be evaluated on the
basis of before-and-after internal business process and
customer satisfaction measurements. For example, a
warehousing learning program must improve fill rates
(percent of orders filled without shortage or backorder),
elapsed time between order and shipment, number of errors
per day (wrong item count, damaged goods, etc.)

The strategy map (in this case) links profits, customer
measurements (customer defections or retention
and increased orders), internal business process measurements
(related to improvements in cup quality characteristics and
cycle time reduction) and training activities.
Another strategy map example

In their book The Balanced Scorecard: Translating
Strategy Into Action, Kaplan and Norton illustrate how front-
line bank executives had to be retrained once a “Balanced
Scorecard strategy map” that accurately described the bank’s
strategy was in place. The strategy map rendered the bank’s
strategy explicit.

A quick study of the strategy map revealed that bank
executives had to shift from merely reacting to customer
requests to proactively anticipating what customers really
needed. 

Bank executives, in other words, had to mobilize teams to
design, develop and produce a product and service portfolio
to meet new customer needs. And they had to constantly
reinvent this portfolio.

Even though Kaplan and Norton do not delve into what
programs were taught, we can assume that courses like Bank
Project Management, Fundamentals of Marketing, Basic
Customer Research Techniques and several other learning
programs were deemed essential.
A useful digression: Is training a lurking variable?

Training is changing fast, and new words and terms are
appearing frequently. Recently, the term “lurking variable” has
crept into the training professional’s vocabulary. What does this
term really mean? How does it relate to strategy maps?

A strategy map integrates training results into other
management processes (e.g., the effect of training on
improving process quality, delivery times, customer retention
and profits). Typically, however, the measurements used to
judge the performance of non-training functions and
processes tend to ignore the importance of training.

For example, marketing is charged with the responsibility
of increasing customer retention, developing new customers,
and improving customer satisfaction. Indeed, it is usually the
marketing function that tells management: “If customer
defections decrease by 5 percent, profits will increase by 20
percent and, therefore, it makes great economic sense to
create a customer loyalty program.” If customer defections
decrease, management attributes the result to the loyalty
program and marketing’s heroic efforts to curb defections.
Simply put, the marketing function receives all the credit and
rewards.

Statisticians have coined the term “lurking variable” to
describe this situation. “A lurking variable,” notes David S.
Moore and George T. McCabe in Introduction to the Practice
of Statistics, “has an important effect on the relationship among
the variables in the study, but is not included among the variables
studied.”

Lurking variables are often unrecognized by senior-level
management. Communicating their presence is often a
frustrating, demoralizing and embittering task. A strategy map is
analogous to an X-ray. It reveals the real chain of events that lies
hidden underneath a seemingly clear-cut cause-and-effect
relationship.

In short, a strategy map is a powerful tool for demonstrating
that association does not imply causation and that the real reason
for improvements in the customer value proposition is, in part,
due to result-focused training.
A few words about e-learning

E-Learning, like all other instructional platforms, must be
linked to business strategy implementation. If e-learning or
“blended learning” contribute to the accomplishment of strategic
goals, then it can be deemed a wise investment.

Without the benefit of a strategy map, e-learning programs
will degenerate into training department busy-work. To be blunt:
E-learning programs will fizzle or flop if developed in a vacuum;
that is, without a strategy map to guide efforts.

A strategy map is not a panacea or cure-all procedure for
linking training with business goals. It can narrow, however, the
range of decisions concerning the scope of e-learning programs.
It is a logical means for utilizing all available information to
develop more result-focused e-learning programs.

Even if a given training program contributes to strategy
implementation, the method of instruction must be carefully
evaluated. A strategy map is of no value in selecting the
instructional platform.

E-Learning, for example, may be appropriate for reducing
the number of lawsuits related to personnel law and thereby
used to great advantage. By requiring employees to take
e-learning courses in, say, Preventing Sexual Harassment
Lawsuits, an organization will have documentation that all
employees were adequately prepared to comply with the
company’s rules and regulations.

But e-learning may not be the appropriate platform for
teaching employees skill-based programs like Statistical
Process Control, Integrated Supply Chain Management,
e-Branding, Supervisory Skills, Management Skills for Newly
Appointed Managers, Market Research Techniques,
Developing and Using Marketing Plans (see the Publisher’s
Letter for more details).
Summary and conclusions

Designing, implementing and using strategy map takes time,
but over several months it can enable internal training groups to
perform more effectively, and other functions to find ways to use
training more effectively.

Developing strategy maps offers an opportunity to
communicate strategy, focus efforts on desired results and enable
training groups to prepare employees for strategy
implementation. If training groups do not become proactive with
respect to making strategy maps a reality, they will, forever, lack
direction and purpose. 
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Online Corporate University Week 2001

Top Executives Give a Glimpse into Training in the
21st Century 

Not since the Kirkpatrick’s four levels of evaluating
training has something reshaped the training function as
much as e-learning.

It has sparked the creation of hundreds of companies
that provide Internet- and intranet-related services,
produced software and hardware, conferences, books and
magazine articles and, not to mention, many new consulting
practices.

It has also caused a fair amount of confusion and fear
within the training world. Suddenly trainers who have been
teaching and coaching employees in classrooms and on the
factory floor now face the challenge of incorporating
technology into their pedagogy. Those wishing to stay in
the profession are now learning HTML and Java.

The rapid infusion of technology into training is not
something to be ignored, nor should it be feared. It is meant
to be utilized to its best advantage. The Online Corporate
University Week 2001 conference, February 4-8, 2001 in
Palm Harbor, Florida is designed to assist trainers,
executives and other professionals responsible for employee
education to better understand and grasp today’s new
training and education paradigms.
40+ presenters and more

One of the most important components to understanding
e-learning is knowing what kind of products are out there
and how corporations are using them. At Online Corporate
University Week 2001, there will be more than 40
presentations by trainers, consultants and vendors on
different approaches to leveraging technology for training
and education. 

Among the presenters are Mark
Kumming, senior director of sales training
at Tyco/Mallinckrodt, a medical products
subsidiary of Tyco Healthcare located in
St. Louis, Missouri, and Ed Grelle, senior
manager of sales training at
Tyco/Mallinckrodt. One year ago, they
implemented an intranet-based sales
training system to keep their sales reps up-
to-date with the latest products without having to take them
out of the field.

“We think it’s the future of learning,” Kummings says.
Using a learning management system (LMS) that the

company developed with Librix, a St. Louis-based provider,
Tyco/Mallinckrodt built a library of Web-based, intranet-
delivered sales performance training programs in products,
selling, computers, business and career development. These
programs can be downloaded from the company’s intranet
and taken along on a laptop for use portability, thus
eliminating the need to take sales reps out of the field and
into a classroom.

“This allows us to train new hires and make them more
productive faster,” Kummings notes. “It’s more effective
that way. They learn what they need when they need it.
They can use some of the training (product information) in
front of customers too, as lots of the information is product-
based.”
Compaq College Link

For businesses that demand a highly skilled global
workforce, it is essential that training meets business needs
and is accessible to everyone. Sometimes this requires
going to external sources for that training. High-tech
companies like Digital Equipment Corporation and
Compaq Computer Corporation needed to be able to offer
professional business skills training typically found in
college-level courses. And how does a company bring
college courses to the most convenient location, an
employees’ desktop? One good solution, says Sylvia
Vander Sluis, formerly a training manager at Digital and
now at Compaq, is to provide employees a link from the
company intranet to distance-learning programs delivered
by colleges. 

“As a training manager at Digital Equipment
Corporation, I established such a Web-based program—
DIGITAL Online University—in the fall of 1997,” Vander
Sluis says. “During the pilot program, Compaq Computer
Corporation acquired DIGITAL and the name of the
program changed to Compaq College Link (CCL).”

The pilot program was completed with an accredited
college in the spring of 1998. 

“Based on what we learned from the pilot experience
and our research on distance learning, I created a
comprehensive set of business practices to support the
ongoing program implementation,” she says. 

In her presentation at Online Corporate University Week
2001, Vander Sluis will talk about how the CCL team
screened a variety of colleges using a three-step process.
She will describe the tools used in this three-step process,
which she has documented in a CCL Business Practices
Guide.

“We screened 24 U.S. distance-learning colleges—
chosen from Forbes’s list of top cyber universities and other
resources—on their ability to meet our corporate
requirements and function successfully as partners,” she
explains. “This experience provided valuable insight into an
effective way to select and evaluate potential college
partners.”
Knowledge management 

For most of us, the phrase “knowledge management” or
the concept of knowledge as an asset is relatively new. But for
Hubert Saint-Onge, vice president at Clarica Life Insurance
Company, it has become a very familiar term. That is because
his work for the last 20 years in large organizations has

Mark Kumming
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focused on developing the full potential of
their human assets.

His work led him to develop a model
known as the Knowledge Assets
Framework. This system facilitates the
strategic integration of business plans
with people management systems by
using technology architecture and
organizational infrastructure. At Online
Corporate University Week 2001™, Saint-Onge will talk
about his experience helping the insurance company
create its Strategic Capabilities Unit three years ago. 
EPSS and cybersatire

In addition to these presenters at Online Corporate
University Week 2001, there will be workshops, keynote
addresses and special presentations. An exclusive
interactive breakfast workshop with Gloria Gery will be
on “Integrating e-Learning, Knowledge Management,
Training and Software Design.” Gery, president of Gery
Associates and author of Electronic Performance
Support Systems and Making CBT Happen, is an
expert in creating interface and program structures that
assure learning and guarantee performance. Part of
Gery’s talk will look at the changing role of trainers into
“e-trainers” and how they can prepare for it. 

In his keynote address, e-learning analyst and expert

Elliott Masie will explore some of the primary issues in
using e-learning including best and worst practices,
e-learning and HR, and tips on how to tell reality from
hype in choosing products. Masie is founder and
president of the Masie Center, a Saratoga Springs, N.Y.-
based center that focuses on helping companies use
technology to enhance the learning process.

Now, “cybersatirist” Hirschfeld may not be a
professional trainer, or have much more to do with
computers other than keep his Website,
www.bobsfridge.com, updated and send e-mail, but he
knows how to make anyone who has ever used a
computer laugh about the sometimes terrifying
experiences that go along with advanced technology. In
his special presentation, he will recall some of his own
as well as others’ problems in working in the “cyber
age” and be sure to present them in such a way that will
make audience members scream with laughter.

But remember, the conference isn’t all work. Be sure
to bring your running shoes and shorts and be prepared
to be challenged at the TeamBuilders Outdoor Learning
Center, one of the largest obstacle courses in the
country. Its qualified guides will lead attendees through
courses designed to help overcome challenges and solve
problems. There is also an outdoor barbecue, a Hawaiian
luau and golf tournament for attendees to network in a
relaxing atmosphere. 

Gloria Gery

For a complete brochure, call 800-882-8684, email: info@hrevents.com or visit www.cuweek.com
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DaimlerChrysler’s WebLink Program:
Automating Training at Car Dealerships

Movers and Shakers

When selling cars, time is of the essence, notes Jack
Hampton, general sales manager at Peter Koch
Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge-Jeep, a Five Star-rated
dealership in Elmira, New York.

“There’s always a hundred things to do,” he says.
“So anything that can shave off a few minutes is good.”

Which makes DaimlerChrysler Academy’s (DCA)
training management system, WebLink, in Hampton’s
opinion, quite good.

“It saves a lot of internal time,” Hampton notes.
“You can push a button to find out how each salesman
and dealership employee is doing in his or her training.
Before, it was more decentralized. If you wanted to
find out how far along you were in your program, you
had to look it up in a book or call someone. Now it’s all
on the computer.”

Launched just last February, DaimlerChrysler
Academy’s WebLink is similar to a learning
management system (LMS). It is part of the training
organization’s push toward streamlining training at
dealerships and making classes and information more
readily accessible and attainable by putting it in one
place.

“We’ve re-engineered our entire approach and
established a more focused, curriculum-based training
program,” said Mike Yatsko, DCA Director. “With
WebLink, dealerships can cut costs by reducing off-site
training and can proactively manage training for all
their personnel.”
“Catch-22” in attaining Five Star status

Five Star is DaimlerChrysler’s process for ensuring
high customer satisfaction from its dealerships, and
training is one of the five components necessary to attain
this distinction. The other four are dealership
requirements, customer follow-up, documenting
processes and meeting customer satisfaction survey
requirements.

Continual employee education is required for a
dealership to achieve and maintain Five Star status,
Yatsko notes. Among those that must undergo training
to qualify for Five Star status are dealership managers,
customer service staff and technicians. The curriculum
is different for each category of dealership employee;
sales, service and parts. For example, among the
subjects that car salesmen and managers must learn are
new product lines, different approaches to selling and
new customer-protection laws. Service repairmen focus
more on the car mechanics and how to fix
Daimler/Chrysler products. Some of the classes they
take are on vehicle diagnostics and engine repair.

Additionally, dealer principals,
management teams and their employees
must attend Five Star Process workshops
where they compare their dealership’s
practices to the industry’s best standards.
Training includes mandatory classes and
educational workshops.

Before WebLink, keeping track of
employees’ training, as well as one’s own, was time
consuming, Hampton says. In order to assess
employees’ certification status, find out where classes
were being held or learn about the latest product line, a
manager had to look up the information in various
books, catalogs, CD-ROMs, or call someone. This was
the ‘Catch-22’ part of qualifying for Five Star status. To
qualify, dealership employees and managers had to
undergo a certain amount of training. However, in order
to attend sessions, the employees had to spend a lot of
time away from the dealership and many hours keeping
track of one’s progress. This took time away from
work, which made it difficult to meet the other four
requirements. WebLink, Hampton explains, leaves him
with more time to focus on his customers.

“It gives us a lot more options, it’s quicker, more
automatic, shows us a choice of classes and what
you’re missing to qualify for certification,” Hampton
says. “It schedules people and gives credit for courses
completed automatically.”

And unlike other car manufacturer’s distance
learning programs, such as Ford Motor Company’s
FORDSTAR™, a training and information satellite
network that broadcasts straight to dealerships,
WebLink allows DaimlerChrysler employees to gain
access to programs at their convenience.

Shawn Griffith, a systems coordinator at the Zangara
Dodge dealership in Albuquerque, New Mexico adds
that WebLink also helps decrease the number of off-site
training programs, which shortens the time employees
must leave the dealership for training.

“WebLink is the key to better utilizing our
employees’ time,” Griffin explains. “As a result of this
program, our whole training process has been
streamlined.”
Classes, virtual and real

Launched last February, WebLink, a proprietary
Web-based interactive training tool created by DCA, is
like a central training office where students can
determine their training needs and sign up for the
courses and materials necessary to complete their
certification. Currently, more than 86 percent of the

Mike Yatsko
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4,500 DaimlerChrysler dealerships and 19,000
dealership employees are involved in the program. 

It also allows employees to customize individual
training plans around their desired certification goals,
access corporate and training news and complete
interactive self-study courses.

Back when DCA began looking into ways of
automating its training programs, Yatsko said the
organization looked carefully at all of the available LMSs
before deciding that it would probably have to build its
own system in order to get everything it wanted.

“We took some partners from IT and training and
built WebLink from scratch,” he explains. “We looked
at Saba, Docent. There are some things that they have
that we like, and we may partner with them or other
companies in the future. We like the idea of combining
what we’ve built with others.”
Less travel

Many of the technical courses are still offered at
either one of the 25 training centers in the United
States, at technical colleges with which
DaimlerChrysler Academy works or at different
dealerships. But that doesn’t necessarily mean that
dealership employees are traveling a lot to classes.

“Our dealerships told us is that it is incredibly
difficult for them to coordinate training for all
employees, so we feel that the last resort should be to
have someone travel for training,” Yatsko says. “We’re
offering more programs in dealerships where we send
someone to them or do some kind of electronic
training. Also, employees can go online and see what
courses are offered on CD-ROM or DVD.”

He added that the academy is launching some Web-
based courses before the end of the year, but, “we’re
going slowly because we don’t want to offer courses
that take twice as long as a disk to go through.”

Hybrid Web/CD-ROM courses are also available.
With these courses, all of the time-consuming high tech
features such as video and interactive tools are put on a
disk and the Web is used as a place to post new
information and keep students current on any last minute
changes or updates.
Course offerings

To achieve a Five Star-rating, a dealership must
have Five Star-certified sales, service and parts
managers as well as 75 percent of the business’
employees. 

“We teach our mechanics how an engine works,
common repairs, new and different components and
the techniques we want them to use,” Yatsko says. “We
expose them to different diagnostic computer systems
and we also have technical trainers who we send into
dealerships if they have training needs that are unique
to their store.”

Many of the courses offered via WebLink have pre-

and post-class testing and other materials available on
the Web or via a CD-ROM. 

“Over the Web we teach auto basics, mechanics
basics and different sales basics,” says Yatsko. “We
give updates from live classes. We now have a new
heating and air-conditioning class on the Web which
requires participants to complete a self-study section
and then three weeks later go to a technical center for
the class. There is also product information for sales
people where we send a CD-ROM out to them that
contains new marketing strategies, car features and
benefits.

“For salespeople we have product trainers who do
group meetings or go into different dealerships to do
half-product and half-skills training. We also do
management skills training for sales, service and parts
managers and off-site classes via CD-ROMs. Twice a
year we do a “spring training” road show where we
will bring 25,000 dealership employees to a parking
lot of football stadium. There we will do experiential
training where employees try out new products.”
Five Star

“Now a dealership owner can go to WebLink, look
at all the mechanics and see what degree of
certification they have achieved,” Yatsko explains.
“He or she can click on individual names and find out
what curriculum is outstanding, and where and when
courses are being offered. It makes it easy to select
courses and it’s even linked to Yahoo so you can use
MapQuest to find out how to get there.”

It takes approximately one year to complete the
training for certification, so Yatsko will not have any
definite numbers on how many more employees
achieved one of the three levels of Five Star status
[gold, silver, bronze] until sometime after February,
2001. He did note, however, that more than 80
percent of DaimlerChrysler employees accessed
WebLink this year, greatly exceeding expectations. 

While this training is valuable, it does not come
cheap. Courses cost $165 per credit and in order to
achieve the bronze level of Five Star certification, an
employee must take three credits. Additionally,
training requires employees to take time off from
work. But it’s worth the time and money, says Yatsko.

“From the dealership standpoint, certification is a
huge part of Five-Star,” he explains. “It is an important
recognition for dealers, and they market that status.
(Five Star dealerships are listed on the Web at
www.fivestar.co m) Studies show that certified salesmen
make more money and that certification causes higher
employee retention. There’s a tremendous amount of
pride riding on this.”

And for the businesses selling the cars, WebLink
makes Five Star status all the easier to attain.

“WebLink is a benefit to the dealership,” Hampton
says. 
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The Challenge of Defining the Problem: Is the Firestone
Recall a Quality or a Training Problem?

Once considered to be among the elite tire brands,
Firestone’s reputation took a sharp dive this summer after
the company recalled several of its models including the
Wilderness AT and others sold with Ford Explorers.

The company has narrowed its problems down to one
plant in Decatur, Illinois and the years of 1993-1997 during
which they were manufactured. What remains unclear is the
exact cause of the defects, the primary one being tread
separation at high speeds, and how much of a role quality
control training could have played in preventing the defects.

The plant in question had achieved QS-9000/ISO9002 in
September, 1997 and was awarded Ford’s Q1 status in
1985, according to The Informed Outlook, a newsletter for
management system professionals. But QS-9000 and ISO-
9002 only tell companies what they must do with a quality
system, they do not guide companies on product
specifications, notes The Informed Outlook. This begs the
question of what could have been done to catch the defects
sooner, or prevent them from occurring altogether.
According to a September 15, 2000 New York Times
article, insufficient quality control training may have been a
contributing factor.

To find out how quality control training prevents errors
and improves processes, products and revenue, The New
Corporate University Review polled several quality
management experts schooled in the W. Edwards Deming
approach on how to avoid recalls and other costly errors
related to poor quality control management.

Deming was one of the first management experts to use
quality improvement and quality control methods in
production and service processes.
Experts’ Views
William Scherkenbach
S ch erke n b a ch stu d ie d un d er D e m in g a t N e w York
U n ivers it y in th e e arly 1960s. A s D ire c tor o f S ta tistic a l
M e th o d s a t F ord M o tor C o m p a ny, h e w a s re s p o ns ib le
for i m p le m e ntin g D e m in g ’s p h ilo s o p h ie s thro u g h o u t th e
c o m p any. H e a ls o w orke d a t G e n era l M o tors a n d
C a d illa c wh e n th e luxury c ar m a nufa c ture r w o n th e
M a lc o l m B a ldrig e N a tio n a l Q u a lit y A w ard in 1991. 

“It is necessary to work with your suppliers. The
Ford/Firestone relationship spans back to the original
owners. In the case of single source suppliers, it’s not a
matter of just turning everything over to them. It involves
working with them to ensure that they understand the intent
and internalize it. It takes a lot of effort from the producer
and supplier to make that work. There is interdependence
and connection with every issue. That is precisely the
reason why both have to work closely together. 

In the 1980s, when labor/management conflicts
prevented changes from happening, labor wouldn’t do
anything unless it was in a contract. This makes quality all
the harder to achieve because you’ve got to be able to
communicate on many levels — physical, logical and

emotional — not just on paper.
Another important relationship is that

between the vehicle system and the consumer.
On one hand, the company shouldn’t design
something that will kill its customers, but it
also can’t take consumer irresponsibility to
heart. Customers need to be educated and
trained so that they understand their
responsibilities. Even a toothbrush can be
dangerous if you misuse it. 

Training and education are two different things, but I
combine them. Education is related to knowledge and training
to skills. Attitude is the emotional portion. Everything you do
operates in the physical, logical and emotional world. Training
is a big help in getting more consistent performance from
people and reducing variability. The big problem with training,
however, has always been that the management infrastructure in
the organization doesn’t change to take advantage of the
training. Meaning that someone goes to training, but can’t use
what he or she has learned because his or her work has piled
up. A lot of good money is spent on training, but lots of
questions remain about changing the quality of the
management system, changing the infrastructure to make room
for changes.”
Edward M. Baker
A m a n a g e m e nt c o nsu lta nt, B a ker c o nsu lts, d eve lo p s
a n d le a d s s e m in ars to h e lp m a n a g e m e nt a n d in d iv id u a ls
d eve lo p th e c a p a b ilit y to sh a p e a b e tt er fu ture thro u g h
a p p lic a tio n o f s o un d m a n a g e m e nt th e ory, princ ip le s
a n d m e th o d s c o ns ist e nt w ith th e t e a ch in g s o f D e m in g. 

“I was surprised that Firestone claimed to be puzzled by
the problems. I would think that a good statistician on
Firestone’s staff would have detected the problem early and
determined the likely source. I have heard no reports from
the media on the use of rigorous scientific logic, and
statistical thinking and methods at Firestone. It appears that
such knowledge and expertise is not highly valued by most
business enterprises, even though Dr. Deming told
management continually that such knowledge was
absolutely necessary to produce quality products and
services and to reduce costs.

One related technical point that I think that Dr. Deming
would have made is that studying only defective tires will
not reveal the source of the problem. In order to understand
what was — and may still be —  going on, one must study
both defective and non defective tires, i.e., one must study
the whole system that produces and uses all of the tires.”
Joyce Orsini
A un ivers it y pro fe ss or a n d c o nsu lta nt, O rs in i h e lp s
m a n a g e m e nt un d ersta n d q u a lit y a n d sta tistic a l m e th o d s
a n d h a s g ive n c o nsu lta tio ns, s e m in ars a n d w orksh o p s
o n th e org a n iz a tio n a s a syst e m , pro c e ss i m prove m e nt,
m e a sure m e nt a n d varia tio n, a n d syst e m a tic le arn in g a n d
i m prove m e nt.

Bill Sherkenbach

Continued on page 17
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“Many organizations fail to see what they do as a
system. They look at individual components without
looking at the whole process. For example, sometimes
during the inspection process, somebody notices a defect
in a product and puts it aside. Then later they inspect the
products to find out the problem. This is the worst thing
to do because it leaves false conclusions.

After all, this same system made hundreds of perfectly
good tires. People need to think of all the products that
come out of that system and look at the whole thing to
figure out why it produces the bad ones and the good ones.
If inspectors look at the tires in isolation, they’re apt to
come up with the wrong solution. 

I recommend looking at the entire process from start to
end and ask questions such as, “Could the design specs
allow this to happen? The raw materials? Are they the right
ones? How are customers using the product?

We need to include not just the suppliers and the process,
but also the customers. They’re part of the production line
as they’re going to determine how the product will be used.
Ford is usually a well-managed organization as far as
analyzing processes. This started back in the 1980s.”

“You have to start with the design and its purpose, then
look at the raw materials. If the customer doesn’t use the

product the way it was designed to be used,
then the company has to redesign the tires to
match the way customers do use them. More
than 9 times out of 10, the fault is with the
system.”
Summary and conclusions

Much of the Deming approach is based
on employee self-control through
measurement. Simply put, once a process is purged of
“trouble factors”, the process is deemed “stable.”

If a “stable process” still produces too many defective
products, then it must be redesigned or reengineered.
Employees under the Deming approach are taught to stabilize
unstable processes and monitor stable processes via the use of
control charts. If a process becomes “destabilized” or “out of
control”, the employee must look for an assignable cause and
attempt to correct the problem. In other words, the employee
must attempt to restore stability.

We do not know if Firestone’s manufacturing processes
were deemed stable or if the control chart approach was
used (it is used extensively at Ford). The only thing we do
know is that a “threshold phenomenon” developed; that is,
the level of defects reached a high level (too high say
experts) before management realized a problem existed.

Joyce Orsini

Continued from page 16

Kevin Wheeler will be sharing his newest insights relating
to today’s training issues in a regular column, “Today’s
Corporate University.” Wheeler’s column begins in the
Jan./Feb. 2001 issue.

As President of Global Learning Resources, a California-
based consulting and training company, Wheeler has helped
many organizations develop robust, business-focused
corporate education programs. His clients include Eli Lilly &
Company, Fidelity Investments and Arthur Andersen. 

Among the subjects Wheeler will cover in his column are
the different sizes of today’s corporate universities. Most of us
think of these establishments as large organizations housed in
grand buildings with extensive staffs and budgets. But, notes
Wheeler, there are almost as many sizes of corporate
universities as there are kinds of businesses.

“There is no standard size,” Wheeler says. “People have
the idea that it is always is the same, but there are many
different ways to look at it and many different angles. If a tiny
company wants to just teach skills, then that is a very different
training organization than GM’s university.”

The advent of the Internet and e-learning has also changed
the location of many corporate universities. While many are
still in separate offices or buildings, e-learning has enabled
many companies to house their training facilities on the Web.

Chock full of how-to’s and watch-out’s,
Wheeler’s column is designed for executives
serious about substantial change in the
training function.  He will offer authoritative
advice for creating a new kind of Corporate
University for the new world of business.
Meet Kevin Wheeler

Kevin will be leading a day-long seminar sponsored by the
QualityAlert Institute (QAI) and the International Quality and
Productivity Center (IQPC) on the subject of “Launching and
Managing a 21st Century Corporate University.” In this
seminar, Wheeler and participants spend a day at an actual
corporate university examining their best practices and
techniques for surmounting the many challenges facing all
training organizations today.

Kevin brings so much to this seminar: he’s a talented
teacher...and energetic personality...and is about as
knowledgeable about launching and managing a Corporate
University as any one you’ll ever meet.  When Kevin
conducted a version of this seminar at Corporate University
week last October, he received a near-perfect participant
rating and a standing ovation.  Can you ask for more?
F or m ore inform a tio n o n W h e e ler ’s o n e-d ay s e m in ar,
p le a s e c o nta c t C o lle e n Ke nn e d y a t th e Q u a lit y A lert
Institu t e : 1-800-221-2114.

Coming: A New Column by Kevin Wheeler on Strategies for
Transitioning Training Organizations

Kevin Wheeler
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Results from an exploratory survey at the Global
Corporate University Week 2000

In recent years, corporate universities have evolved rapidly
in the United States and are emerging gradually in Western
Europe and Asia. Not only have the number of such
organizations increased considerably, but they have also
developed qualitatively. Now is a good time to reflect on how
far these institutions have come. Have the present state-of-the-
art corporate universities become the key reproducers and
disseminators of knowledge for companies? Are corporate
universities becoming the centers of new knowledge creation
as well?

The Global Corporate University Week 2000 conference in
Cannes, France offered a unique opportunity for us to explore
these questions. In this Mediterranean setting, international
participants and speakers assembled to share their ideas,
experiences and questions about corporate universities. We
conducted a survey which yielded useful insights —
particularly with respect to the importance of corporate
universities as vehicles for strategically relevant research. In
this article, we will present and discuss highlights of the
survey results. Based on the findings we will distinguish three
major stages of corporate university development: operational,
tactical and strategic.
The survey

The survey was based on a short questionnaire designed to
be answered by top management at corporate universities for
international firms. During the conference we obtained
questionnaires completed by American, European and
Japanese representatives from different firms that all had
corporate universities. These data were supplemented with a
content analysis of the relevant conference presentations.
Tallies and analysis of the data were based on three issues
covered in the questionnaire. Those issues were: the
connection between corporate strategies and corporate
universities, the link between corporate universities and
business research and corporate university goals.
Corporate universities and corporate strategies

What makes corporate universities ‘corporate,’ one can
argue, is their link with strategy, which brings up the question
of how strongly corporate university programs are related to
corporate strategy. Most of our respondents rated the link in
their organizations to be strong to very strong. Additionally,
many of the conference speakers, implicitly or explicitly,
referred to a direct relation between strategy and their
corporate university programs.

Nonetheless, there were also a number of companies
where the programs were not tightly related to corporate
strategy. Questions about top management’s involvement in
the corporate universities’ development yielded a similar
picture. The majority of respondents said that members of top
management at their organizations were very involved with

their corporate universities. However, others noted that their
companies’ top management’s involvement with training was
minimal at best.

Altogether, the findings indicate that the corporate
university community considers a strong and direct
connection between corporate strategies and corporate
universities to be important. Nevertheless, the question
remains as to what extent corporate universities really manage
to involve top management and relate their programs to
corporate strategy in a direct, deep and durable manner.
Further research is planned to shed more light on this issue.
Corporate universities and business research

Companies need a continuous supply of new and
company-specific knowledge to keep pace with the rapid
developments in their environment. Given this demand,
business research conducted by corporate universities can be
an important source of new knowledge. And if research is
considered as one of the core activities of conventional
universities, one may ask: how ‘university-like’ are corporate
universities? 

Survey results were mixed on this issue. About half of the
respondents said that their corporate university staff is largely,
if not entirely, focused on education and not involved in
research. Just one respondent said that education and research
are key activities at his corporate university. Others said that
some research is carried out by staff, but it is not considered a
key activity. The survey results also showed that corporate
universities, in general, are not very strongly involved in
research on strategic issues.

This is quite remarkable given the suggested link between
corporate universities and corporate strategy. Indeed,
corporate university staff members are expected to be among
the first to address the top management’s needs for business
research. Respondents also stated that their corporate
university students are rarely, if at all, involved in research.

Research findings in the present involvement of corporate
universities correspond with the content of most presentations
at the conference in Cannes. Education received a lot of
attention, while research was largely neglected. The
companies that were exceptions, where research is seen as a
key activity, were Cap Gemini, Ernst & Young and UBS.
However, the majority of corporate university programs are
primarily aimed at disseminating knowledge and information,
not creating new knowledge.
Corporate university goals

What is considered to be the goal of a corporate
university? The respondents were asked to rank five potential
goals, which resulted in the following list:
1. Enable employees to fulfill individual learning needs.
2. Realize a match between corporate goals and individual

learning preferences.

How Strategic is Your Corporate University?
By Martyn Rademakers and Nicoline Huizinga

Global Beat
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3. Realize higher returns.
4. Attract, motivate and retain employees.
5. Enhance employees’ employability.

Enabling employees to fulfill their individual training
needs is regarded to be the most important goal for
corporate universities. Also, matching corporate goals and
individual learning needs and realizing higher returns
were found almost equally important. This is in line with
many of the company presentations during the conference.
The speakers stressed different goals for corporate
universities, as well as one of the top three listed above.

Obviously, corporate universities have to keep different
stakeholders—particularly the individual employee and
the corporation—happy at all times. The survey results
indicate that a number of corporate universities (though
not the majority) see this issue as a dilemma. They give
priority either to corporate goals or individual learning
preferences, rather than finding a match between the two.

What was striking was that the respondents were quite
indifferent about using corporate universities to
attract, motivate and retain employees. Given the hot
labor market situation in most Western countries,
corporate universities were expected to play a larger
role toward accomplishing this goal. The reason
might be that attracting, motivating and retaining
employees result from successfully enabling
individuals to fulfill their individual learning needs.
However this also enables employees to enhance their
employability, which was broadly considered as the
least important goal. 
A Summary of the Survey Results
Three stages of corporate university development

The survey results allow for some tentative conclusions
about current patterns in corporate university
development. These patterns are based on the three
previously mentioned stages of corporate university
development: operational, tactical and strategic.

The operational stage can be considered the first phase
of corporate university development, during which
fragmented training activities are bundled under one
umbrella. Corporate universities at this stage are
considered to be ‘enhanced training departments.’
Coordination of training activities is largely intended to
increase operational efficiency and boost education.

The next stage of corporate university development,
tactical, is where the corporate strategy determines the

priorities in the curriculum. The major goal is to
reproduce and disseminate knowledge in such a way that
corporate goals and individual learning preferences are
matched. Moreover, the corporate university in this stage
contributes to strategically important activities such as
socialization and leveraging knowledge. The corporate
university in the tactical stage functions as the ‘knowledge
backbone’ of the corporation.

The most advanced stage of corporate university
development is strategic, where the corporate university
staff and students are involved in research programs to
create strategically relevant new knowledge. This way, the
company becomes more self-sufficient with respect to the
creation of ‘tailored’ knowledge necessary to realize and
maintain competitive advantage. The corporate university
at this stage of development can be seen as a ‘knowledge
factory’ where not only existing knowledge is combined
and exchanged, but new knowledge is created.
An overview of the different corporate university
development stages and their key characteristics.

The survey in Cannes yielded a number of tentative
insights into the current stage of development in corporate
universities. The results have made it clear that three
stages can be identified. Corporate universities in the first
part of development operate largely as enhanced training
departments that bundle corporate education activities.
Many organizations, though not the majority, are at this
stage. In a more advanced stage, corporate universities
align themselves with corporate strategy to form the
‘knowledge backbone’ of their organization and have a
strong and durable link with corporate strategy. Given the
strong awareness among corporate university managers
about the relevance of this link with strategy, many
organizations are working on advancing to this stage of
development. Only a few corporate universities have
entered the strategic stage in which the organization not
only disseminates and repackages knowledge, but also
creates strategically relevant new knowledge through
research. It is a widely accepted observation that the
competitive advantage of firms in advanced economies is
increasingly based on knowledge rather than on physical
assets. Given the strategic role of knowledge, a higher
priority for corporate university development can be
expected. Some corporate universities will prepare
themselves for a move from the ‘operational’ to the
‘tactical’ stage. Others will take the next evolutionary step
to become the ‘knowledge factories’ of their company.
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Training as we’ve known it is gradually being replaced
by another more dynamic and effective approach to
learning. While it is still taking place for the most part in
the classroom, training and other forms
of learning are also happening on the
job site, around the water cooler, in
office cubicles and along a conveyor
belt. It’s not just on-the-job training, it’s
converting learning into action.

And how does a training organization
go about doing this? Participants at
Corporate University Week 2000, which
took place in Scottsdale, Arizona from
October 1-4, 2000, learned from dozens
of training organizations about
alternative approaches to learning as
well as new ideas for incorporating best
practices into learning programs and
making what is learned happen at the
workplace. 

Converting learning into action isn’t
impossible. In fact, there are a number of
companies that have figured out on their
own by creating learning organizations. Harvard Business
School professor David Garvin, author of Learning in
Action, a new book that describes the learning
organizations at LL Bean, the U.S.
Army and Xerox, showed participants in
his keynote talk, delivered via live video,
how these and other organizations apply
lessons learned toward product and
process improvement.

Additionally, presenters from various
corporations teamed up with training
and e-learning providers to lead
participants through a step-by-step
process of how they turned their
organizations around by using training
and other forms of knowledge transfer to
improve the bottom line. How did many
of the presenters start? By getting top
management buy-in, they said.

“Ensure that you have the leaders’
support,” says Vernita Parker, a
performance consultant with Booz, Allen
& Hamilton. Parker and Eileen Adenan, a
training manager at Booz Allen, showed how the
consulting company created a global learning
infrastructure for its consultants located throughout the
U.S. and overseas.

The Internet, many presenters said, plays a big part in

converting learning into action. It supports e-mail, which
has become a primary form of communication within
many organizations, and it is a central location where

learners meet, chat, catch a lecture or
participate in Web-based programs.
And virtual learning isn’t limited to
high tech corporations or consulting
businesses. One presentation showed
how a large manufacturer used
e-learning. At Cargill, the largest
privately owned manufacturing
corporation, a Web-based training
system implemented by Applied
Technology Consultants provides
thousands of its workers, located
throughout the U.S. and the world,
access to training that they once had to

travel hundreds of miles for or simply
do without.
Kim Miller, Worldwide Learning
Technology Manager at Cargill and
Larry Erickson, president of Applied
Technology Consultants, Inc., in their

presentation noted that virtual learning is going through
the same process of public acceptance as the microwave
oven. Both, Miller explains, were met with skepticism

when they were first put out on the
market. The problem with microwave
ovens, Miller says, was that people
tried to use them like conventional
ovens and were dismayed at the results
they got when they tried to roast a
turkey or toast bread. But microwaves
managed to survive the first wave of
skeptics because people eventually
discovered that they were quite handy
for heating leftovers and popping
popcorn.
“It’s the same with virtual learning,”
Miller explains. “It only succeeded
when we found the “killer app” or the
application that fit our situation.”
Corporate University Week 2000
wasn’t all about alternatives to the
classroom. Bob Mosher from Element
K talked to participants at a 3 1/2 hour

workshop about “Understanding the Adult Learner—
Optimizing the Training Experience.” He described ways
to set up the classroom to enable a premium learning
experience and gave hints on delivering effective
questioning techniques.

Highlights From Corporate University Week 2000:
Converting Learning into Action

Before the conference went into full
swing, attendees spent a lively
afternoon at the Bumblebee Ranch,
taking hummer and horseback rides,
playing horseshoes and taking in the
desert scenery.

After hearing about the best
practices at other organizations,
conference attendees spent an
afternoon seeing one of the top
corporate universities, Motorola
University, in action at its Southwest
facility in Tempe, Arizona.
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Th e fo llo w in g is th e first p art o f a tw o-p art s e rie s o n
th e b e n e fits o f b le n d in g e-le arn in g to o ls an d s e rv ic e s
w ith c la ssro o m-b a s e d le arn in g. 

There has never been a more exciting, or terrifying
time to be a corporate trainer, and the reason has
nothing to do with Richard Hatch winning the
$1 million jackpot on the popular television show
“Survivor.” It does, however, have everything to do
with technology.

Whereas a few years ago new products, services and
approaches emerged at a reasonable rate, today it is
almost impossible to stay on top of all the changes and
new tools. E-learning
and other forms of
training technologies
are supposed to make
training more
comprehensive, easier
and in the long run less
expensive. But many
trainers are finding the
task of wading through
all the information and
hype to find the product
or service that best
matches their
company’s workforce to
be more of a burden
than a blessing.

The best way to
approach this new
challenge is to
understand that e-learning and other learning-based
technologies are simply tools, not miraculous creations
that can replace entire training departments, many
experts say. 

The way to find out what kind of applications,
services and courses will work best for your company,
first identify your mission-critical training needs. One
way to approach this task is by using the Balanced
Scorecard, which is described more in depth in the
accompanying sidebar. Then find the program, portal,
learning management system, application service
provider, synchronous, asynchronous, computer-based,
Web-based or teacher, trainer, course that best meets
those needs. 

What many trainers should find, experts say, is that
the best way to use e-learning is in conjunction with
other teaching methods, an approach called blending.
Instead of trying to move a classroom-based course
onto a CD-ROM, consider importing some of the

assignments or the textbook onto a disk. And if the
expense and effort required in updating CD-ROMs
makes computer-based training (CBT) unappealing, try
posting new information on the Web.

Blending can greatly enhance a learning experience,
but often requires more time and effort. Some ways of
blending include using a Web-based tutorial in a
classroom setting to reiterate a specific point; assigning
material on CD-ROMs for a Web-based course or
following up a class with a Web-based post-test. It
makes it easier to customize programs and courses and
enables far flung employees to access programs

without having to
travel. And while
blending does take
more work and research
than simply sticking to
one method of teaching,
training and e-learning
experts say it’s worth
the effort. 
Convincing
management to invest
While recently released
studies indicate that e-
learning can save
companies thousands of
dollars in training costs,
the price tag for
implementation, which
can include improving

infrastructure and purchasing content, is often high
enough to give many top managers pause. One fact that
should turn most CEO’s heads is that hiring
appropriately skilled employees has become harder and
more expensive, according to a recent IDC research
report. By 2002, there will be more than 800,000
unfilled technical positions in the United States alone,
an increase of 15 percent since 1999. Developing
employees’ skills can be costly and complex, but it is
more predictable than trying to hire someone to fill a
critical spot.
Experts’ views

There are as many different ways to blend as there
are available learning tools. The following is one of
several corporate universities and e-learning experts’
insights into the best ways to approach blending.
K are n B arley, v ic e pre s id e nt o f th e C orp ora t e
U n ivers it y E nt erpris e Inc.

C orp ora t e U n ivers it y E nt erpris e , Inc. (C U E) is a
c orp ora t e un ivers it y c o nsu ltin g firm b a s e d in

Blending: Experts Weigh in on Incorporating
E-Learning into Training

Continued on page 22

A common example of how computers are incorporated into classroom
training
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On the last day, participants spent the afternoon at
Motorola
University West in
Tempe. There
participants got a
close look at the
digital products
provider’s state-
of-the-art facility
and detailed
presentations on
some of the
university’s most
innovative
programs. 

Taking place
this year in sunny
Scottsdale, it
wasn’t all work for
conference
attendees. Networking and recreational activities kicked
off Sunday with a golf tournament. On Monday
afternoon participants donned their cowboy boots and
swaggered over to the Bumble Bee Ranch where they

rode horses and went on “Hummer” tours, honed their
sharpshooting
skills on a shooting
range and their aim
on the horseshoe
court. That night
they took a trip to
the Wild, Wild
West Casino and
tried their luck at
blackjack, craps
and roulette.
Participants played
for valuable prizes
and the three

participants who won
the most (in chips, no
money was
exchanged) got to
chose from a
selection which

included a Palm Pilot IV, a camcorder and a DVD
player.

Continued from page 20

In between sessions, attendees
visited the numerous vendor booths
to check out the latest tools and
services.

Speakers Eileen Adenan and Vernita
Parker from Booz Allen & Hamilton
field questions from attendees after
their talk on training a globally
oriented workforce.

W a sh in g to n, D.C . It d e fin e s a
c orp ora t e un ivers it y a s a w orkforc e
tra in in g in itia tive th a t in itia t e s a n d
int e gra t e s le arn in g into d a ily
pro c e ss e s.

“I believe that e-learning is a
positive contribution to training
delivery. It adds another option in
selecting the most appropriate
delivery mechanism for a particular company. It also
makes consistent learning accessible to a wide audience
regardless of time or place.

As an educator, I’m concerned that e-learning is
taking off without the appropriate preparations.
Instructors are not always adequately prepared to teach
in an e-learning environment. Technology sometimes
breaks or fails. E-learners must have some technological
background in order to capitalize on the content and
avoid getting hung up on how to post their comments in
a chat room. 

In any event, e-learning has a significant place in the
corporate university movement and in education.
Practitioners who are investigating the approach might
consider the following:

1.  Understand the terminology

We would not consider buying a car without
understanding the differences between automatic and

manual transmission. The same rules hold true for e-
learning.  Before contacting any e-learning provider, do
your homework. Know the difference between a portal,
a learning management system and a training
aggregator. You’ll be better prepared to understand the
product or service the vendor is trying to sell and better
equipped to sort through the hype to find the product’s
capabilities.

2.  Know your corporate culture

A lot of companies are jumping into the e-learning
fray because it is trendy. They skip over needs
assessments and simply buy e-learning because it is
cutting-edge and new. As trainers, we need to
understand our market, the learners we are trying to
reach. Do they want or need e-learning? Will they
engage in such activities if they are available? How will
our managers react to having e-learning available at
desktops — will production be affected? Do our
learners have the technological skills to complete
exercises on a computer?

3.  Forge a partnership with your IT department

In addition to knowing the terminology about the
various products, knowing a bit about the hardware and
software needed to support e-learning is crucial. Partner
with the experts in your own company. Find out what
can and what cannot be supported. They will be able to
speak intelligently about things like bandwidth, servers

Continued on page 21

Karen Barley
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and firewalls. Bring these internal experts to the table and
engage them in the discovery and decision-making
process.

4.  Decide if the
content lends itself
to an e-learning
approach  

I’m not convinced that
teambuilding is best
served in an e-learning
capacity. Consider the
content and make sure
that you select the best
delivery mechanism. The
educator in me tells me
that we should never
settle for “as good as it
gets” when we are
dealing with the way in
which we teach or train.
It’s got to be the best.   
5.  Perform a cost analysis

One of the selling points in the e-learning environment
is that it is more cost-effective than the leader-led
approach. There are a lot of hidden costs — 24/7
technological support, Web access, hardware, specialized
software and servers to name a few. These are both up-
front and on-going. Know these costs before you purchase
anything and compare the bottom line with the cost of
conducting training through other delivery mechanisms.    
6.  Ask for an in-house demonstration

Most vendors will perform demonstrations of their
products in your facilities. It’s a good idea to have the

vendor perform the demonstration on your turf to see if
the product/service works outside the vendor’s controlled

environment. If it fails,
find another vendor! If it
works, run through a
variety of exercises and
activities in the product to
experience the learner’s
perspective. Have your
in-house IT partners
review the product too,
for technical glitches.  

7. Don’t buy what you
don’t need

I worked with a company
who did all the steps
above. They knew that
they could support and
that their learners would
use four specific e-
learning modules. When

they selected a vendor, they were offered a “deal” — get
70 modules for the price of 4. Wow, that sounds great on
paper, however, the 4 modules that they really needed and
wanted got lost in the 70 and were barely used. “More”
does not necessarily mean better learning.

In all the corporate universities I have encountered, I
have heard the same message — e-learning is just not the
same as classroom learning. True, it’s not the same, and
I’m not sure that it was ever intended to completely
replace leader-led instruction. But, if we as trainers and
learning practitioners do our homework, we’ll be able to
make smart decisions for our learners and our
companies.”
In th e n e xt issu e : re a d th e re st o f K are n B arley ’s
su g g e stio ns a n d o th er e x p erts such a s K are n H a ss ert
fro m C y b erU a n d C ush in g A n d ers o n fro m ID C ! 

Th e N e w C orp ora t e U n ivers it y R ev ie w an d
HR events ™ invites yo u to su b m it yo ur story or
pre s e nta tio n by v is itin g w w w.hreve nts.c o m a n d
c lic k in g o n Tra in in g W orld ™  2001. Ple ase a lso
ta ke a m o m e nt to fill o u t th e Tra in in g W orld™
2001 survey. A s a th ank yo u for c o m p le tin g th e
survey, yo ur p la c e a t th is c o nfere nc e is
re s erve d for $1000*. To c o nfirm th is s p e c ia l
ra t e , yo ur re g istra tio n m ust b e p a id in fu ll by
M arch 1, 2001.
*n o t to b e c o m b in e d w ith any o th er o ffers

Interested in presenting at
Training World™  2001?

Another example of how computers can be used in the classroom.

Ironically, this last step would finally justify the use of
the term university, which after all is an institution for
education and research.
M artyn Rad e m akers is the strate g ist at D e W it & M eyer
Strate gy Acad e my, an international strate gy rese arch,
training and consulting co m pany. N ico line Huiz inga is
m anag er of the Krautha m m er University, the corporate
university of the international training co m pany
Krautha m m er International. Rad e m akers can b e
contacte d at the fo llowing address and phone num b er.

Dr. M artyn Rad e m akers
Koning in E m m a p le in 12
3016 A B Rotterda m
The N etherlands
E-m ail: m.rad e m akers@d ewit-m eyer.co m,
URL: http:/ / d ewit-m eyer.co m,
Te l: +31 10 4408522
Fa x: +31 10 4408529

Continued from page 19
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